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1. Hood Handle and Hood Bracket Assembly

4001-0963400
SCREW, 1/4-20 x 3/4”, INT. LOCKWASHER
(PART OF 7299-1257300 HDWE KIT)

5602-1190600
HOOD, HANDLE SUPPORT ROD
5602-1190500
HOOD, HANDLE TUBULAR

5402-1187701
HOOD, BRACKET OUTER LEFT

5402-1187702
HOOD, BRACKET OUTER RIGHT
HOOD, BRACKET CENTER LEFT/RIGHT
5402-1188002, RIGHT

CRADLE

5402-1188001, LEFT

10545C2.DWG

The Handles (top illustration)
Each handle has two support rods and a center tube. To assemble the handles more easily, open each hood up and turn it upside
down on a large table. The ¾” long bolts from the handle hardware kit go in from the inside of the hood and fasten to a
support rod; point the support in the right direction and snug it up finger tight. Place the tubular handle onto the first
support and slip the second support into place. Hold the second support in position and install the other ¾’ long bolt
through the back of the hood and into the threaded hole in the second support and tighten it. Align the tubular handle and
the support rods in a straight line and tighten the mounting bolts securely with a #3 Phillips screwdriver. Repeat this
procedure for each of the handle sets to be installed. It is important to install all the handles for the hood so it can be easily
removed if it is hot.

The Hood Mounting Brackets (bottom illustration)
All single hoods require a pair of outer brackets. Units with twin hoods also require a pair of center brackets. Each type has a
left and right hand mate. All the brackets mount with ¾” long bolts that mate with threaded fasteners built into the frame
of the broiler grills. The instructions and illustrations for every combination of hood option can be found in this manual.
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2. Twin Hoods for the LPAGA/LPG-60

FRONT VIEW
(CENTER MOUNTING BRACKET SHOWN)
LEFT SIDE
OUTER HOOD

RIGHT SIDE
OUTER HOOD
RIGHT SIDE
INNER HOOD

LEFT SIDE
INNER HOOD

PIVOT BUSHING

CRADLES
PAN HEAD SCREW

RIV-NUT
10545C1.DWG

9806-0965100
30" HOOD ASSEMBLIES

LEFT OUTER
MOUNTING BRACKET

CENTER MOUNTING BRACKETS,
(1) LEFT AND (1) RIGHT

RIGHT OUTER
MOUNTING BRACKET

UNIT BACK
10545C1.DWG

UNIT FRONT

Mount a pair of outer and a pair of center hood brackets as shown above. Lift the hoods, one at a time, onto their brackets,
making sure the pivot bushings sit in the bracket cradle on each side, as shown in the close-up illustration above.
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3. Single Hood for the LPAGA/LPG-30

FRONT VIEW

INNER HOOD

5402-1187701
HOOD, BRACKET
OUTER LEFT
CRADLE

OUTER HOOD

PIVOT
BUSHING

5402-1187702
HOOD,BRACKET
OUTER RIGHT

MOUNTING
BRACKET
PAN HEAD
SCREW
RIV-NUT

9806-0965100
30” HOOD ASSEMBLY

LEFT OUTER
MOUNTING BRACKET

RIGHT OUTER
MOUNTING BRACKET

UNIT BACK
UNIT FRONT
10545C3.DWG

Mount a pair of outer hood brackets as shown. Lift the hood onto its brackets, making sure the pivot bushings sit in the
bracket cradle on each side, as shown in the close-up illustration above.
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4. Single (Full size) Hood for the LPAGA/LPG-60

5402-1187702
HOOD, BRACKET
OUTER RIGHT

5402-1187701
HOOD, BRACKET
OUTER LEFT
CRADLE

9806-0427000
60” HOOD ASSEMBLY

LEFT OUTER
MOUNTING BRACKET
RIGHT OUTER
MOUNTING BRACKET

FRONT VIEW

INNER HOOD

UNIT BACK

OUTER HOOD

PIVOT
BUSHING

MOUNTING
BRACKET
PAN HEAD
SCREW
RIV-NUT

UNIT FRONT

10545C5.DWG

Mount a pair of outer hood brackets as shown. With a minimum of two persons, lift the hood onto its brackets, making sure
the pivot bushings sit in the bracket cradle on each side, as shown in the close-up illustration above.
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5. Full Hood for the CG-60
The CG-60 hood frame is designed only for use on the CG-60. It cannot be used on the CGL or LPAGA/LPG models.

9806-0427000
60” HOOD ASSEMBLY

5113-0345001
HOOD MOUNTING FRAME

9810-0426600 (60”)
3-PIECE WINDGUARD SET

ASSEMBLED CORNER
CHARBROILER
FRAME

10545C7.DWG

Step 1 The Windguard
Assemble the front and rear wind guards using the ½” long ¼-20 screws and the acorn nuts from the hardware bag in the wind
guard package. Mount the wind guards on the charbroiler frame using the ¾” screws and the hex nuts, as illustrated in the
close-up.

Step 2 The Hood
The hood mounting frame has hood brackets that are already welded in place. Place the frame over the installed front and rear
wind guards and fit into place. With a minimum of two persons, lift the hood onto its brackets, making sure the pivot
bushings sit in the bracket cradle on each side, as shown in a close-up illustration on a page above.
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6. Steamer Support, Steamer Pan Set and MagiGriddle Options

3616-0529600
30” MAGIGRIDDLE

3615-0294800
DOME COVER
3615-0294900
PERFORATED PAN
5109-0344701
30” STEAMER SUPPORT

3615-0347400
INSERT PAN
3615-0294700
CHAFING PAN
RADIANT SUPPORT PAN
RADIANT

10545C8.DWG

Using the Steamer Support Option
Remove the cooking grid from the side of the charbroiler to be used for steamer cooking. Place the steamer support directly on
the radiants. Sit the 4” deep water pans in the steamer support. Add water to the water pans and place either the perforated
insert pans or the solid plain insert pans into place into the water pans for steam cooking or heating/warming of food. Check
water levels in the water pans periodically when cooking with the steamer support option.
Note that:
·
Only one steamer support option group can be used with an LPAGA/LPG-30 charbroiler.
·
Two steamer support option groups can be used with an LPAGA/LPG-60 charbroiler, if desired.
·
Never use a water pan with a depth exceeding 4 ½”.
·
Never use this option as a deep fryer.

Using the MagiGriddle Option
Remove the cooking grid from one side of the charbroiler and set the MagiGriddle on the radiants and position it fully forward
against the front of the unit. The drain hole should be at the back. The space behind the griddle is for flue gases to escape.
Season the griddle as you would a fine cast iron cooking skillet.
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7. The Windguard Option

9810-0426500 (30”)
9810-0426600 (60”)
3-PIECE WINDGUARD SET

ASSEMBLED CORNER
10545C9.DWG

Assemble the Windguard ends to the back using the ½” long ¼-20 screws and the acorn nuts from the hardware bag in the
Windguard package. Mount the Windguard on the charbroiler frame (either at the back or in the front) using the ¾”
screws and the hex nuts, as illustrated in the close-up.
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8. Split Options for the LPAGA/LPG-30

9806-1218600
15" HOOD ASSEMBLIES

5109-1186301
15" STEAMER SUPPORT
3616-1186500
15" MAGIGRIDDLE

10545C11.DWG

Using the Steamer Support Option
Remove the cooking grid from the side of the charbroiler to be used for steamer cooking. Place the steamer support directly on
the radiants. Sit the 4” deep water pans in the steamer support. Add water to the water pans and place either the perforated
insert pans or the solid plain insert pans into place into the water pans for steam cooking or heating/warming of food. Check
water levels in the water pans periodically when cooking with the steamer support option.
Note that:
·
Two steamer support option groups can be used with an LPAGA/LPG-30 charbroiler, if desired.
·
Never use a water pan with a depth exceeding 4 ½”.
·
Never use this option as a deep fryer.

Using the MagiGriddle Option
Remove the cooking grid from one side of the charbroiler and set the MagiGriddle on the radiants and position it fully forward
against the front of the unit. The drain hole should be at the back. The space behind the griddle is for flue gases to escape.
Season the griddle as you would a fine cast iron cooking skillet.
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9. Cutting Board for the LPAGA/LPG-30
30” Richlite® Cutting Board Option Set for MagiCater, 9825-2000101.

Contents:
• (1) Left hand bracket, 5403-0989801
• (1) Right hand bracket, 5403-0989802
• (2) Screws, pan head Phillips, 1/4-20 x 3/4” long
with captive internal tooth lockwasher, 40010963400
• (1) 30” Richlite® cutting board, 3906-1192200

Remove the original 1/2” long screws from
the ends of the service shelf and use the 3/4”
long screws supplied to install the cutting
board brackets as shown here.

The cutting board lays inside the confines
of the brackets in the front and the frame
edge at the back.
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10. Cutting Board for the LPAGA/LPG-60
60” Richlite® Cutting Board OptionSet for MagiCater, 9825-2000100.

Contents:
• (1) Left hand bracket, 5403-0989801
• (1) Right hand bracket, 5403-0989802
• (2) Screws, pan head Phillips, 1/4-20 x 3/4” long
with captive internal tooth lockwasher, 40010963400
• (1) 60” Richlite® cutting board, 3906-1192100

Remove the original 1/2” long screws from
the ends of the service shelf and use the 3/4”
long screws supplied to install the cutting
board brackets as shown here.

The cutting board lays inside the confines
of the brackets in the front and the frame
edge at the back.
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11. Side Shelf for LPG-30/60 and the LPAGA-30/60

SIDE SHELF ASSEMBLY

REAR
SPACER BAR

TRIM KIT SIDE

10545E12.DW

LPG-30/60
Slide side shelf assembly onto the desired side of the unit, and install two ¼-20 screws through the shelf support and into the
frame side. Note: side shelf comes assembled for right hand applications, for left side remove spice/utility rack and
reinstall on the other side of the shelf.

LPAGA-30/60
Remove the three ¼-20 screws holding the Rear spacer bar to the shelf assembly, and discard the Rear spacer bar. Remove the
top front and rear ¼-20 screws from the trim side on the desired side of application. Slide the side shelf assembly onto the
unit, and reinstall the two ¼-20 screws previously removed from the trim side. Note: side shelf comes assembled for right
hand applications, for left side remove spice/utility rack and reinstall on the other side of the shelf.
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In the event of problems with or questions about
your order, please contact the Pitco Frialator factory, from 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 P.M., Eastern Standard
Time, Monday through Friday, at:
(603)225-6684 World Wide

In the event of problems with or questions about
your equipment, please contact the Pitco Frialator
Authorized Service and Parts representative
(ASAP) covering you area, through the National
Service Network at:
(603)225-6684 24 hours
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